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Abstract

We provide a tractable framework to study the optimal operating mode choice

of a platform. In our model, the monopoly platform can earn pro�ts not only by

collecting a proportional fee from sellers but also by possibly competing directly as

a seller on its own marketplace. We �nd that the platform prefers to sell itself only

if it bene�ts from a signi�cant cost advantage over third-party sellers and its own

marginal costs are low. On the other hand, we also �nd that the platform may prefer

to become a seller and announce a price, even when it is comparably less e�cient

than independent sellers. Although following this strategy does not result in a sale

for the platform, it still is desirable, since it in�uences the equilibrium price and

brings it closer to a level that maximizes marketplace revenues. The platform �nds

it more pro�table to operate as a pure marketplace only for a range of marginal

costs close to the marginal cost of the independent sellers. Finally, we establish that

the platform acting as an active seller always bene�ts consumers.
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1 Introduction

At the New York Stock Exchange, the highest-valued stocks are those of big tech com-

panies, such as Amazon, Alphabet, Apple, and Meta. One reason is that they combine

two features: the mechanics of online markets and the unparalleled data availability. This

combination has helped online platforms achieve signi�cant market power, enabling them

to control access to customers, data, and services. As a result, they act as monopoly

gatekeepers of the online world. For instance, as stated in a recent report, for 37 percent

out of the 2.3 million active third-party sellers on the Amazon marketplace, Amazon mar-

ketplace is the sole income source, showing the strong dependence of third-party sellers on

Amazon.1 For these sellers, Amazon is the gateway to reach consumers. Analogously, the

app stores by Google and Apple are the gateways for app developers to reach end-users,

and Meta is the door to the social media world.

Many of these online platforms use their own marketplaces to o�er their own products.

A prominent example is Amazon which o�ers many products itself, either as a �rst-

party product seller or as a seller of products under its own label. So far, Amazon has

introduced 243 thousand products under its private brands. Most strikingly, the private

brand products resemble products of independent third-party sellers hosted on the online

marketplace. Several reports observe these product imitations across multiple product

categories, such as bags, car accessories, furniture, and stu�ed animals, to name a few.2

In addition to Amazon, there are other online marketplaces such as Zalando, one of the

leading online fashion stores in Europe, and Walmart that not only act as marketplaces

but also as sellers. Similarly, Google and Apple o�er their own apps comparable to existing

apps in their marketplace. These marketplaces operate under the so-called dual mode,

which is becoming increasingly important.

It is crucial to understand how the dual operating mode works and which opportunities

it creates, as evidence suggests that platform owners systematically exploit data gained

through their marketplace for their advantage.3 Prevailing public opinion accuses these

platforms of gathering non-public information on product sales. This insider information

allows them to identify lucrative product spaces, and become active in these markets.

They use this information advantage to o�er branded versions of popular third-party

products and earn substantial pro�ts without taking the risk of bringing new products to

1See `The State of Amazon Seller 2020', JungleScout, 2020, https://www.junglescout.com/amazon
-seller-report/

2See `Competing With Amazon on Amazon', The Wall Street Journal, June 27 2012, https://

www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424052702304441404577482902055882264, and
`Amazon copied products and rigged search results to promote its own brands, documents show',
Reuters, October 13 2021, https://www.reuters.com/investigates/special-report/amazon-india
-rigging/

3See `Amazon Scopped Up Data From its Own Sellers to Launch Competing Products', The Wall
Street Journal, April 23 2020, https://www.wsj.com/articles/amazon-scooped-up-data-from-its
-own-sellers-to-launch-competing-products-11587650015
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the market. This con�ict of interest is ultimately a cause of concern, as it may discourage

risky experiments by third-party sellers. On the other hand, competition between the

platform itself and third-party sellers is still valuable competition. That is, such compe-

tition may likely result in lower prices and hence bene�t consumers. For that reason, it is

becoming increasingly important to understand the functioning of dual mode platforms

and sort out the consequences for competition in the marketplace.

These concerns regarding the potential negative implications of dual mode operation

of platforms for market outcomes have led to several anti-trust investigations in various

jurisdictions. In 2019, the EU Commission started an in-depth investigation against

Amazon. The authorities suspect the online giant of infringing EU anti-trust laws by

using sellers' data generated through its marketplace to bene�t its own retail business.

By investigating how Amazon uses proprietary seller data from its marketplace, U.S.

authorities have placed a focus on digital competition as well. There are even calls for

drastic measures to reorganize platform markets, such as Senator Warren's call to divest

big tech companies such as Amazon.4 EU Commissioner Margrethe Vestager also has

threatened to break up the tech giants to protect competition.5 Such policy suggestions

follow the example of India where, e�ectively, it is prohibited for platforms to operate in

the dual mode.6

In this paper, building on recent research on online platforms, we contribute to the

understanding of the optimal operating mode choice of an online platform. Our focus in

this paper is on the short-term e�ects of the dual mode operation of a platform and when

it will arise as an equilibrium outcome. Intuitively, becoming active in product markets

is reasonable whenever the platform can produce and distribute the products at lower

costs or o�er a higher quality, which the existing literature has recognized. Our research

uncovers another possibly motivation where the platform chooses to become an active

seller, not to make sales but in�uence and reduce the equilibrium sales price in order to

improve its marketplace pro�ts.

We add to the prior literature by building a simple model where a platform considers

adopting the dual mode. In our baseline model, the platform hosts a single third-party

seller on its marketplace. The platform might o�er products itself while simultaneously

hosting a seller on its marketplace. That is, we allow for two operating modes: (1) the

platform can either credibly commit not to become active as a seller, which we call the

pure marketplace mode, or (2) become active as a seller and operate in the dual mode

both as a seller and as a marketplace. After the platform has announced whether or

4See `Elizabeth Warren says Amazon is 'like a monster' that must be fed every minute´, CNN Busi-
ness, October 15 2021, https://edition.cnn.com/2021/10/15/business/amazon-elizabeth-warren/
index.html

5See `Competition in a Digital Age: Changing Enforcement for Changing Times´, European Commis-
sion, June 26 2020, https://europa.eu/!nB86wn

6See `India's ecommerce law forces Amazon and Flipkart to pull products´, Financial Times, February
1 2019, https://www.ft.com/content/29a96ff6-2615-11e9-8ce6-5db4543da632
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not to become a seller, all sellers compete in prices. For every unit the independent

third-party seller sells, the platform collects a �xed fraction of the price employing an

ad-valorem fee. When the platform decides to operate in the dual mode, depending on

the prevailing prices, it may end up as the active seller of the product if it sets more

attractive sales terms. However, even when the independent third-party makes the sales

to the consumers, the platform earns pro�ts as a marketplace. Indeed, this possibility

introduces an incentive for the platform to become active in the product market in order

to in�uence prevailing equilibrium prices and improve marketplace revenues.

Our model yields some novel �ndings. First, and most importantly, we show that if

the platform has a clear cost disadvantage, it may nevertheless become active as a seller in

the market solely to limit the market power of the independent seller. In these situations,

the platform intends not to sell the good but to in�uence prevailing prices and move them

closer to a level that maximizes platform revenues. Similarly, we demonstrate that when

the platform has a minor cost disadvantage and the costs are low, it can earn higher

pro�ts by operating in the pure marketplace mode.

Second, we show that the platform prefers to be an active seller only if it bene�ts from

a distinct cost advantage over third-party sellers. If not, the pure marketplace mode can

be more pro�table even when the platform is the most e�cient �rm. This captures that,

instead of selling at a low price close to e�ective marginal costs, the platform prefers to

collect a fraction of the seller revenues generated at a higher price.

We also show that the platform as a seller on its own marketplace always bene�ts

consumers and reduces the pro�tability of the independent seller. Overall, the platform's

decision to operate in the dual mode always increases total welfare. In fact, from a welfare

perspective, dual mode operation is desired. This result is not surprising in our baseline

model as the dual mode changes the product market structure from a monopoly to a

duopoly.

We then consider an extension of our model, where an independent seller faces com-

petition from a fringe of sellers and the platform itself. We con�rm that our �ndings from

the single seller case qualitatively apply in this setting as well.

These insights give a better understanding of the optimal operating mode choice of

online platforms and explain some reasons why we do not see Amazon as an active seller

for every product on the marketplace. We show that the cost range for which becoming

active is attractive is much smaller than often assumed. On the other hand, for a wide

range of cases, our model predicts that the platform will become active in the market not

to sell but to discipline the price-setting behavior of the independent seller(s).

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we discuss the related literature.

In Section (3), we lay out the model and start the analyses by considering each operating

mode, pure marketplace mode, and dual mode, separately. Subsequently, we explore the

platform's optimal operating mode choice. Section (5) looks at an extension in which
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the platform competes with a competitive fringe of small third-party sellers. Finally, we

conclude the paper in Section (6). All proofs are in the appendix.

2 Related Literature

Our work relates to the existing literature on multi-sided markets, which focuses on plat-

forms that operate as intermediaries facilitating the interactions between market sides in

the presence of network e�ects. See Rochet and Tirole (2004) and Armstrong (2006) for

seminal papers.

A growing body of this literature attempts to explore the business model choice of

online platforms. Unlike earlier contributions, this strand departs by considering online

(trade) platforms that are marketplaces while being active on one of their market sides

at the same time.7 A recent and excellent survey of this burgeoning literature on the

economics of a platform operating in the dual mode can be found in Etro (2022). We

would like to therefore focus our attention below only on the speci�c literature dealing

with the operating mode choice of a platform and its impact on consumers as well as the

market as a whole.

Our analysis of the dual operation mode relates to the work by Anderson and Bedre-

Defolie (2022), which illustrates the optimal fee set by a gatekeeper platform that can

sell alongside other �rms on its marketplace. They show that a platform can maximize

its marketplace pro�ts by charging both a proportional or a per-transaction fee, while

the former leads to lower consumer prices. By endogenizing the decision on the fee, the

platform always prefers to sell the product itself unless it has a signi�cant cost disadvan-

tage. In these cases, the pure marketplace mode is more attractive. Our analysis di�ers

from theirs in an important dimension. We model the seller fee exogenous and, thereby,

shutting down the channel through which the platform can block a third-party �rm from

selling by setting its fee very high. Furthermore, they �nd that consumers bene�t when-

ever the platform enters the dual mode if products are homogeneous. This result is driven

by the fact that the platform in the dual mode functions as an additional competitor in

the marketplace. This �nding coincides with our results on consumer surplus.

There is an ongoing debate regarding the welfare implications of a platform's dual

mode. Etro (2021) focuses on the pro�t-maximizing operating mode choice of a platform

and whether this aligns with the social optimum. The platform tends to direct consumers

towards its own preferred choice, and thereby, it compares either collecting the market-

place fee or selling the good to consumers at monopoly prices. Etro (2021) �nds that

the platform prefers to become a seller if its cost advantage is su�ciently large. From a

7We cannot draw parallels between online and physical retailers. Physical retailers control the price
and marketing rights of the third-party sellers they host. See Berges-Sennou, Bontems, and Réquillart
(2004) for a literature survey of private label products of physical retailers.
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welfare perspective, entry by the platform is desired.

Hagiu, Teh, and Wright (2022) ask whether platforms such as Amazon should be al-

lowed to sell on their marketplace. Their model incorporates three di�erent product types

involving di�erent costs and allows for direct sales. Due to the linear seller fee charged

by the platform, entering the dual mode is always more pro�table than operating a pure

marketplace. The platform in the dual mode intensi�es competition in the marketplace,

which, in turn, reduces prices and, thereby, increases marketplace pro�ts. We show that

with proportional fees, the operating mode of a platform is more nuanced. While the

platform prefers the dual mode for very low or high marginal costs, for an intermediate

range of costs, the platform in our mode prefers to operate as a pure marketplace, even

when it is slightly more e�cient in production. Their result regarding the positive e�ect

of the dual mode on consumer surplus is consistent with our �ndings. They also show

that the platform always adopts the dual mode unless it has a signi�cant advantage. In

this case, the pure reseller mode is more pro�table. This result is driven by the fact that

there exists an outside channel that creates competition to the platform. In contrast, we

assume that the platform always hosts independent �rms.

Hervas-Drane and Shelegia (2022b) account for capacity and information constraints

a platform faces when deciding its operating mode. The platform controls the fees and

in�uences the consumers' purchase decisions through a recommendation system in their

setup. Both mechanisms soften price competition in the marketplace. They �nd that the

platform sells the most pro�table products, whereas products of low pro�tability are only

sold itself if capacity constraints permit. Since a platform that employs self-preferencing

through a recommendation system can always divert demand for its bene�t, we do not

consider steering in our model.

Tremblay (2022) considers how the extent of fee discrimination impacts fee and plat-

form retail entry decisions in a model of Cournot competition. He presents cases where

the platform with a small cost disadvantage operates in the dual mode to increase com-

petition in the marketplace. Then, the platform sets a lower linear seller fee as well. In

these cases, the platform's operating mode decision aligns with consumer and seller sur-

plus. Whenever the platform bene�ts from a cost advantage, it becomes a monopolistic

seller in the market.

Further implications of the dual mode are studied by Muthers and Wismer (2023). In

their setup, the platform only becomes a seller if the cost advantage is su�ciently large.

For small cost advantages, the platform prefers the pure marketplace mode. Muthers and

Wismer (2023) assume a �xed consumer demand with a maximum willingness to pay.

Thus, a price reduction does not increase the platform's marketplace pro�ts. By allowing

for a demand that decreases in price, we can investigate the incentives of a platform with

a cost disadvantage to become a competitor in its marketplace to discipline the seller's

pricing.
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Concurrent with this paper, Hervas-Drane and Shelegia (2022a) capture the impact

of dual operation mode on competition in the marketplace. They analyze cases where

the platform charges a proportional fee to the seller it hosts while competing with the

seller on its own marketplace. They show that the platform prices less aggressively as

it considers the opportunity costs from the marketplace unit. Our model builds on this

idea and should be considered complementary. While Hervas-Drane and Shelegia (2022a)

only focus on the price e�ect given that the platform has already announced to become

active, we endogenize the decision of the platform to become active as a seller in its own

marketplace.

Furthermore, Hagiu, Jullien, and Wright (2020) address a research question that is

somehow similar to ours. In their setup, a seller decides whether to become a platform

and host its rivals while we investigate the opposite. We examine the incentives of a

platform to become a seller while hosting rivals. Their model shows that joint pro�ts may

increase under the dual mode if the platform can extract a variable fee from the sellers in

its marketplace.

Anderson and Bedre-Defolie (2021) study hybrid trade platforms with �uid free entry

of third-party sellers of heterogeneous products. In their model, the platform can adjust

the marketplace fee. When the platform faces high cost, it prefers to operate a pure

marketplace. It turns out that the pure marketplace mode results in a lower fee charged

to sellers and more sellers in the market. As a result, the platform in the dual mode

harms consumer surplus and total welfare.

Finally, our paper is also related to the empirical literature studying online platforms

that operate in the dual mode. Most recently, Crawford, Courthoud, Seibel, and Zuzek

(2022) investigated the e�ects of Amazon being active on its marketplace using propri-

etary data by Amazon. They conclude that Amazon becoming active is motivated by

intensifying competition in the marketplace and mild market expansion. They �nd that

Amazon entering the dual mode was associated with slightly lower third-party prices,

sometimes slightly lower prices compared to pre-entry third-party average prices, and no

relevant e�ect on third-party revenues. The picture emerging regarding the price e�ects of

Amazon's dual mode supports our �ndings on the optimal operating mode. The platform

may become active to restrict the pricing of independent sellers, which bene�ts consumers.

In conclusion, while all these papers mirror our work in that they include an analysis

of the operation mode choice of a platform, they consider an endogenous seller fee, inde-

pendently of whether it is of linear or proportional type. Instead, our work assumes that

the fee is exogenous. This allows us to explore a di�erent perspective and to contrast

some of the results in the existing literature, which suggest that the platform prefers to

become active and sell the good itself only if it has a signi�cant cost advantage. More

importantly, we demonstrate that there are cases where the platform opts for becoming

active as a seller to strengthen competition.
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3 Model

We consider a platformM which hosts an independent seller S in its marketplace.8 In our

setting, M can also start selling the same product as the independent seller and compete

with her. When M also o�ers the product for sale, we refer to the situation as the dual

mode of operation. In this mode, depending on the prices of both �rms, either one of

them may end up making the sale. On the other hand, if M refrains from becoming a

seller and commits to not o�ering the product for sale and just acts as a marketplace, we

refer to the situation as the pure marketplace mode.

In our setting, we assume that S cannot sell to consumers directly and hence has to

join the marketplace to generate any sales at all. As mentioned in the introduction, for

many third-party sellers, this approximates the reality well. Ultimately, this assumption

amounts to adjusting the outside option of S to zero. Thus, it will yield similar results to

the case where the independent seller can sell to consumers on its own, albeit at di�erent

conditions.

We assume that the independent seller has already joined the platform in both oper-

ating modes and focus on the decision of the platform to operate in the pure marketplace

mode or dual mode. In the latter case, namely under the dual mode, the seller's product

and the platform's product compete. In this case, we assume that consumers perceive

both products as perfect substitutes.9

The consumer demand for the homogeneous product is characterized by the demand

function D(p), where p is the lowest price o�ered. We assume that the demand function

is log-concave implying a single peaked pro�t function and a unique pro�t-maximizing

price. Furthermore, let D(p) ≥ 0. Where relevant, we will introduce a simple linear

demand function, namely, D(p) = 1− p, to illustrate our results.

We assume that the platform does not incur any costs for providing online marketplace

services. However, in the dual mode, the platform pays a cost of production cM > 0, for

each unit sold. The independent seller, similarly, faces a marginal cost of cS > 0 per unit.

Moreover, in order to keep the exposition simple, we assume that the platform and the

independent seller have no �xed costs of production.10

Typically, online platforms charge a marketplace fee for each sale carried out through

their marketplaces. Although theoretically, the marketplace fee can be adjusted for every

single product on the marketplace, this is hardly feasible when considering platforms such

8After presenting our main intuitions regarding the economic mechanisms guiding the operation mode
choice of the platform in this baseline model, we will consider an environment with many sellers.

9Our assumption of product homogeneity is not without loss of generality. When consumers perceive
products as heterogeneous, we �nd that the platform will always operate under the dual mode using a
representative consumer approach. In this case, the consumers' taste for variety makes entry always more
pro�table. This result aligns with the �ndings by Crawford et al. (2022), showing that Amazon's entry
aligns with market expansion rather than stealing.

10However, this is not without loss of generality. Including �xed production costs may change some of
our results. We leave the analysis of this more general case for future research.
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as Amazon that sell millions of products. Instead, it is observed that such platforms

charge a common fee that applies to all products in a given category. On its German

platform, Amazon charges a marketplace fee as a fraction of the �nal consumer price,

which varies between 7 % and 45 % based on the product category. For example, the

marketplace fee for the product category �consumer electronics� amounts to 7 %. Hence,

a �rm selling a product in this category pays 7 % of the �nal consumer price to Amazon

for each unit sold, no matter the total amount sold on the marketplace, the costs of the

platform, or the costs of the independent seller.11

To re�ect the di�culty of adjusting the fees, we assume in our model that a seller

has to pay a �xed ad-valorem fee τ ∈ [0, 1] for each transaction carried out through

the platform. We assume that τ is determined earlier and cannot be easily adjusted.

This is justi�ed because the objectives of the platform in determining τ depend on a

multitude of products, and the sales of a single product have very little impact on the

overall pro�tability of a product category. Thus, for our analysis below, τ , the ad-valorem

fee charged by the platform is assumed to be exogenous.12

If M decides to operate as a pure marketplace (PMP), S would be the only seller

of the good and, thus, will be in a position to charge the monopoly price to consumers.

Consequently, M makes pro�ts through the ad-valorem fee τ . On the other hand, if M

adopts the dual mode, the platform hosts the seller and o�ers the good to consumers

simultaneously. In this case, the two �rms selling products that are perceived as homo-

geneous by consumers compete according to standard Bertrand logic. There exist two

possible outcomes, either M can set a lower price and is the seller (DM) or S sets a lower

price and sells the good (DS).

Throughout the paper, we make two tie-breaking assumptions. We assume that when-

ever M and S are active sellers of the product, then consumers break the tie in favor of

the low-cost �rm's product whenever they are indi�erent between M and S. In addition,

whenever M is indi�erent between operating as a pure marketplace or in the dual mode,

M prefers the marketplace mode over the dual mode.

3.1 Pure Marketplace Mode

We start our analysis by characterizing the equilibrium in which the platform commits

to operate as a pure marketplace (PMP). While the platform will be passive and collect

fraction τ of the seller revenue, the independent seller can set her pro�t-maximizing price

as she is the sole seller of the good. This price considers the ad-valorem fee the seller has

11Amazon has introduced a per-item minimum referral fee of 0.30. However, this further supports
our assumption that the ad-valorem fee is exogenous since almost all products have the same per-item
minimum fee of 0.30, and only a few products have no fee at all.

12In the simple model above, if the platform could adjust the ad-valorem fee, it would be possible for
the platform to obtain monopoly pro�ts by rendering it unpro�table for the independent seller to operate.
For a detailed discussion, see Anderson and Bedre-Defolie (2022).
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to pay to the platform. Before we present the Proposition (1), let us make de�ne pR as

the price that solves p = D(p)
−D′(p) .

Proposition 1 (Pure Marketplace Equilibrium)

In equilibrium, seller S sets the monopoly price pPMP (cS), where pPMP solves the equation

p = cS
1−τ + pR, and earns πPMP

S = (pPMP (1− τ)− cS)D(pPMP ). As a result, the platform

M only collects marketplace pro�ts which are given by πPMP
M = τpPMPD(pPMP ).

Given the demand function, D(p), it is necessary that we have D(pPMP ) > 0 so that

production takes place. This is an assumption we make for the rest of the paper.

Suppose platform M was to maximize its marketplace pro�ts, τpD(p). Then, the

optimal price from the perspective of M would be pR. Comparing this to the function

describing the monopoly price of seller S, it is immediate that the closer cS is to zero, the

closer pPMP (cS) is to pR. For larger values of cS, the optimal price from the perspective of

M when serving as a marketplace deviates signi�cantly from what the independent seller

will set. Even though the platform will not sell the product, it may want to in�uence

the pricing behavior of the seller. This deviation between the optimal price from the

perspective of the platform and the seller creates a possibility that the platform may

want to become active not to make sales but to align the price of the independent seller

with a price that maximizes its own marketplace pro�ts. This observation has important

implications for the following analysis when we consider the choice of the platform on

operating as a pure marketplace.

3.2 Dual Mode

In this section, we characterize the price equilibria when the platform has become active

and operates in the dual mode. That is, it has announced to become active as a seller on

its own marketplace while hosting the independent seller S. Thus, the platform directly

competes with seller S on the marketplace. We assume that both sellers, M and S, set

their prices simultaneously and compete à la Bertrand. Given our assumption of product

homogeneity, consumers buy from the �rm that o�ers the lowest price. Which �rm makes

the sales in equilibrium depends on the e�ective marginal costs of S and M . After prices

are announced, the platform might end up either operating as the seller of the good (DM)

or as a marketplace (DS).

The payo� function of the platform is composed of two orthogonal components. When

S sets a lower price and makes the sales to the consumers, M makes zero pro�ts from

selling but earns a marketplace pro�t through the ad-valorem fee τ . In contrast, if M

o�ers the lowest price, it earns a pro�t from selling to consumers but obtains no pro�t

from the marketplace. In this case, the independent seller earns zero pro�t.

In order to identify the equilibrium outcomes whenever M operates in the dual mode,

we �rst derive the lowest price for which each market participant is willing to sell the
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product. Seller S prefers to make sales whenever she earns a nonnegative pro�t. Thus,

the seller's price pS must satisfy

((1− τ) pS − cS)D(pS) ≥ 0. (1)

The term on the left-hand side refers to the pro�t from selling, whereas the right-hand

term corresponds to the earnings of S when she does not make the sales. Solving (3) for

pS yields

pS ≥
cS

1− τ
. (2)

The lowest price for which S is willing to sell the good is cS
1−τ . This price makes her

indi�erent between making the sales or not. Of course, S makes the sales only if her price

pS is lower than the price of M , pM . Moreover, we assume for the rest of the paper that

D( cS
1−τ ) > 0 so that a sale occurs.13

We consider next the pricing decision of the platform. Under the dual mode, M either

becomes the seller of the good or operates as a marketplace. Suppose seller S sets price

pS = p. Then, whenever M sets a price slightly below p, it will earn approximately the

sales pro�ts corresponding to the price p. On the other hand, whenever M sets a price

that is larger than the p, it will earn marketplace pro�ts of τpD(p). Thus, M prefers to

sell the good itself over collecting marketplace pro�ts if

(p− cM)D(p) ≥ τpD(p) (3)

holds. The left-hand side of (3) is the pro�t M earns when it sells the product itself

at price p, which does not depend on the ad-valorem fee, τ . The right-hand side of

(3) corresponds to the marketplace pro�t M earns when S sells the product at price

p. The platform has to balance a trade-o� between making sales itself and acting as a

marketplace. An alternative interpretation is that in (3), the right-hand side represents

the marketplace pro�t the platform would earn when prices are �xed at p. Thus, (3)

constitutes the opportunity costs the platform faces in the dual mode. This trade-o�

yields interesting considerations. Solving (3) for p leads to

p ≥ cM
1− τ

. (4)

For any price set by S that is above cM
1−τ , it is more pro�table for M to sell the prod-

uct itself. For M to constitute a credible competitive threat to S, the monopoly price,

13In addition, this price, cS
1−τ , has to be lower than the price that maximizes the monopoly selling

pro�ts of M , cM + pR. We assume this to be the case. Otherwise, M faces no competitive pressure from
the seller.
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pPMP (cS), must exceed the competitive price, cM
1−τ . We assume this for the rest of the

paper.

By Bertrand logic, the �rm that can o�er the homogeneous product at the lowest price

will make the sales in equilibrium. When comparing the two price limits, we see that the

identity of the �rm which will make sales in equilibrium crucially depends on the marginal

costs, cS and cM .

Now, we identify the equilibria if M operates in the dual mode. Given that our

predictions di�er based on the marginal cost of both �rms, we perform this analysis by

considering two mutually exclusive cases. Note that multiple equilibria exist when both

�rms have di�erent marginal costs, as it is well-known in traditional price competition

models with homogeneous goods. Nevertheless, it is customary to select the equilibrium

where the low marginal cost �rm makes the sales at a price equal to the marginal cost

of the less e�cient �rm. This equilibrium is selected by the appealing fact that the high

marginal cost �rm does not follow dominated strategies. In the propositions below, we

will similarly rule out equilibria that rely on weakly dominated strategies and select the

equilibrium with undominated strategies as our equilibrium prediction.

Case 1:
cM
1−τ ≤ cS

1−τ
From our earlier arguments, it is clear that whenever the independent seller sets the lowest

price at which she is willing to make a sale, which we identi�ed in (2), the platform with

its lower marginal cost can make the sales. In this case, it earns higher pro�ts than

when operating as a marketplace. The following proposition characterizes our preferred

equilibrium outcome when the platform is more e�cient than the independent seller, and

no �rm employs dominated strategies.

Proposition 2 (Dual Mode Equilibrium, cM
1−τ < cS

1−τ )

If cM ≤ cS, M makes all the sales at an equilibrium price of pDM = cS
1−τ and earns

a pro�t of πDMM = ( cS
1−τ − cM)D( cS

1−τ ). The seller, S, in this case, earns zero pro�t in

equilibrium.

Note that under this cost structure, there is a continuum of equilibria for p ∈ [ cM
1−τ ,

cS
1−τ ].

But, only p = cS
1−τ involves undominated strategies. Hence, in line with the standard treat-

ment of price competition between �rms with di�erent marginal costs, we select cS
1−τ as

our prediction. The equilibrium, in this case, is straightforward because there is no price

S can select, for which the platform prefers operating as a marketplace instead of sell-

ing. The next case we study demonstrates the opposite case, where the platform will

ultimately operate as a marketplace after competition takes place.

Case 2:
cS
1−τ < cM

1−τ < pPMP (cS)

Now suppose S is more e�cient than M . However, also suppose that M has a su�ciently
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low cost so that S perceives it as a competitive threat. Namely, the e�ective marginal

cost of the platform is below the monopoly price of the independent seller. It is reasonable

to expect that, in this case, the independent seller will be in an advantageous position to

make the sales to the consumers, and the platform will end up acting as a marketplace.

Nevertheless, platform M in the dual mode can in�uence the prevailing price in the

market. Our �ndings are summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 3 (Dual Mode Equilibrium, cS < cM < pPMP (cS))

If cS < cM < pPMP (cS), S makes all the sales at an equilibrium price of pDS = cM
1−τ

and earns a pro�t of πDSS = (cM − cS)D( cM
1−τ ). In this case, the platform earns a pro�t of

πDSM = τ cM
1−τD( cM

1−τ ) through the marketplace fee.

When analyzing the pricing behavior, we assumed that the platform was already ac-

tive. The prevailing equilibrium price, when the platform is less e�cient, may be closer

to the price, which maximizes the marketplace pro�ts of the platform in comparison to

the pure marketplace mode. Thus, the platform may consider becoming an active seller

even when it has no hope of making sales. In general, M entering the dual mode forces S

to deviate from her optimal monopoly price, namely pPMP (cS). Depending on the respec-

tive distances of pDS and pPMP (cS) from pR, the platform may have been better o� not

becoming active as a seller at all. On the other hand, there may also be cases where the

platform can improve its marketplace pro�ts by entering as a seller and in�uencing the

pricing choice of S. To the best of our knowledge, this possibility is a novel �nding. We

will analyze this trade-o� further when we investigate the optimal operating mode choice

of the platform in the next section.

4 Optimal Operating Mode

Equipped with predictions regarding the outcomes in possible situations that may arise

in the marketplace depending on di�erent cost constellations, we can now investigate

whether the platform will prefer to remain a pure marketplace or to operate in the dual

mode, where it also o�ers the product for sale itself on its marketplace. Recall that we

assume that S is already in the market. Therefore, in our setting, �rst, the platform

decides its operating mode, and then, S and, if applicable, M set prices simultaneously.

Accordingly, the platform chooses between two possible strategies in the �rst stage. It

chooses either to operate in the pure marketplace mode (PMP), or to operate in dual

mode (D). Operating in the dual mode does not necessarily mean that the goal of the

platform is to make sales to consumers. SinceM being active may ultimately entail acting

as a marketplace as well, the platform may have the possibility to in�uence equilibrium

prices to increase marketplace pro�ts. Indeed, one of our important contributions in this
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paper is to highlight that the platform can in�uence equilibrium prices by acting as a

seller and announcing a sale price, although it primarily intends to earn its pro�ts by

acting as a marketplace in the dual mode.

4.1 E�cient Platform

We start our analysis assuming that the platform is more e�cient, i.e., cM ≤ cS. With

such low cost, if platform M becomes active, it will make the sales in equilibrium earning

πDMM . However, if the platform opts for the pure marketplace mode, S will sell at the

monopoly price, and the platform will obtain a pro�t of πPMP
M due to its marketplace fee

τ . Let cM be de�ned by cS
1−τ − τp

PMPD(pPMP ) 1
D(

cS
1−τ )

. It turns out that πPMP
M exceeds

πDMM whenever cM < cM .

Proposition 4 (Optimal Operating Mode, cM ≤ cS)

Whenever max(0, cM) < cM ≤ cS, M operates in the pure marketplace mode. Other-

wise, for all other values of cM ≤ cS, M operates as the active seller of the good.

Of course, it is di�cult to further characterize these results due to the general nature of

the demand function. Later in our analysis, we will return to the same problem with a

linear demand speci�cation, which allows us to provide further insights.

4.2 Ine�cient Platform

When the platform has a higher marginal cost relative to seller S, namely whenever

cS < cM , S makes the sales in any situation, it is, then, tempting to think that the

platform will opt to remain a pure marketplace. As we will argue below, this is not the

case in general.

By comparing the platform's pro�ts under two possible operation modes, we �nd that

although, in some cases, the platform prefers to remain a pure marketplace, in many

others, it chooses to operate in the dual mode. However, this choice is not motivated

by making sales to consumers. Instead, when operating in the dual mode, the platform

in�uences the equilibrium price chosen by the independent seller, which in turn in�uences

its marketplace pro�ts.

Recall that marketplace pro�ts of M , when S sets a price equal to p, τpD(p), are

maximized at price pR. In Case 2, we restricted our attention to the situation where the

possible equilibria of the price competition result in prices below pPMP (cS), the price that

maximizes the monopoly pro�ts of S. Namely, we assume that cS
1−τ <

cM
1−τ < pPMP .

As such, recognizing that the platform is active in the marketplace as a seller implies

that it may have an e�ect on the prices that prevail in equilibrium through its strategic

choices.
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Proposition 5 (Optimal Operating Mode cS < cM)

Whenever max(cS, ˆcM) < cM < pPMP (1 − τ), M becomes a seller and operates in the

dual marketplace mode, where ˆcM ≡ (1− τ)D(pPMP )

D(
cM
1−τ )

pPMP . Otherwise, for all other values

of cS < cM , M prefers to operate in the pure marketplace mode. S makes all the sales.

If cS < cM ≤ ˆcM and the platform had decided to become active, it would not have

made the sales. It turns out that, in this case, M prefers to remain a pure marketplace

and not exert pressure on the seller's price. Recall that if cS is small, the monopoly

price posted by S, pPMP , de�ned by the price that solves p = cS
1−τ + pR, is close to pR.

Comparing the monopoly price that S charges if M is in the pure marketplace mode,

pPMP , against the competitive price that would be charged afterM announced to become

active, cM
1−τ , we �nd that pPMP is closer to the revenue-maximizing price, de�ned by pR.

Hence, the platform is better o� operating in the pure marketplace mode even though it

could, in principle, discipline the seller's price. If costs are similar and low and M has

become active, competitive pressure keeps the price low. This price is too low compared

to pPMP from the perspective of M operating a marketplace. Hence, M in such a case

prefers to remain a pure marketplace and collect marketplace pro�ts based on the higher

retail price set by the independent seller.

πDSM

πPMP
M

cM
1−τ

pR pPMPˆcM
1−τ

Figure 1: Dual marketplace (DS) pro�t vs. pure marketplace (PMP) pro�t of M .

Operating in the dual mode becomes an attractive strategy if the platform has a

considerably higher marginal cost than the independent seller. Becoming active and

applying competitive pressure to the independent seller S brings her price closer to the

value that maximizes marketplace revenues. In such a situation, M anticipates that

it will not sell the good itself, but it has a chance to constrain the pricing behavior

of the independent seller. By becoming active, the platform does not want to really

compete with the independent seller but rather push her price to a level that will increase
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marketplace pro�ts. Nevertheless, the e�ect from a consumer perspective is a lower price

when compared with the option of purchasing from a monopolistic independent seller.

4.3 Linear Demand Function

A general demand function is su�cient to derive the conditions characterizing the equi-

librium operation mode choices of a platform. Yet, it does not allow us to quantify the

corresponding welfare implications. To this end, we do away with the general demand

system and exemplify our analysis employing a linear demand speci�cation. Speci�cally,

we assume that D(p) = 1− p, where p is the lowest price o�ered.
Before we present the equilibrium welfare result, we establish the equilibrium prices

and pro�ts in any situation. Our �ndings are summarized below.

Proposition 6 (Equilibrium Pro�ts, Linear Demand)

(i) Whenever M operates in the pure marketplace mode, seller S sets the monopoly

price pPMP (cS) = 1
2

+ 1
2
cS
1−τ and earns πPMP

S = (1−τ−cS)2
4(1−τ) in equilibrium. As a result,

platform M only collects marketplace pro�ts which are given by πPMP
M = τ

(1−τ)2−c2S
4(1−τ)2

in equilibrium.

(ii) Whenever platform M announces to operate in the dual mode, and cM < cS, M

makes all the sales at an equilibrium price of pDM = cS
1−τ and earns a pro�t of π

DM
M =

(cM τ+cS−cM )(1−τ−cS)
(1−τ)2 . The seller, S, in this case, earns zero pro�t in equilibrium.

(iii) Whenever M enters the dual mode, and cS < cM , S makes all the sales at an

equilibrium price of pDS = cM
1−τ and earns a pro�t of πDSS = (1− cM

1−τ )(cM − cS). In

this case, the platform earns a pro�t of πDSM = τ cM (1−τ−cM )
(1−τ)2 through the marketplace

fee.

It is necessary that we have D(p) ≥ 0 for any price p. WheneverM decides to operate

as a pure marketplace, seller S charges the monopoly price, pPMP (cS), to consumers.

However, there might be a mismatch between the monopoly price set by S and the price

that maximizes the marketplace pro�ts of M , 1
2
. We �nd that for small values of cS,

the monopoly price set by seller S in equilibrium, pPMP (cS), is close to the price that

maximizes M 's marketplace pro�ts, 1
2
. This creates a possibility for M to align the price

set by seller S with 1
2
by becoming active. This �nding accords with our prior results.

On the other hand, whenever platform M has announced to become a seller on its

own marketplace, our equilibrium prediction depends on the cost constellation. Whenever

cS < cM , M as an additional competitor disciplines the price seller S charges. We,

therefore, expect lower prices. Since cS < cM , S still sells the good in this case, but

her pro�ts decrease as increasing competitive pressure compels her to deviate from the

optimal price pPMP (cS).
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Next, suppose cM < cS and platform M has adopted the dual mode. In this case, M

makes all the sales at a rather low price, namely cS
1−τ .

Applying Propositions (4) and (5), we characterize the cost constellations that identify

the operation mode choice of platform M in equilibrium. We obtain the following results.

Proposition 7 (Optimal Operating Mode, Linear Demand)

(i) Whenever cS < cM ≤ 1
2
(1 − τ − cS), and cS <

1
3
(1 − τ), M operates in the pure

marketplace mode. Otherwise, for all other values of cS < cM , M prefers to become

a seller and operate in the dual marketplace mode.

(ii) Whenever cS < 1
3
(1 − τ), and max(0, cM) < cM ≤ cS, M operates in the pure

marketplace mode, where cS− τ
4

+ 3τcS
4(1−τ) ≡ cM < cM . Otherwise, for all other values

of cM ≤ cS, M operates as the active seller of the good.

Figure 2 graphically illustrates the equilibrium outcomes characterized in Proposition

(7). The 45°-line represents cM = cS. We identify three cases when focusing on the area

below the 45°-line where cM ≤ cS. First, in the pink area, the costs of both �rms are

low, rather similar, and yet, cM < cS. For all cost combinations in this area, platform

M �nds it more pro�table to remain a pure marketplace than to become active and sell

the good itself. With such costs, competitive pressure would force M to charge a rather

low price if the platform chose to become active. This price would be close to its e�ective

marginal cost. Instead, the platform could also remain a pure marketplace. Then, the

independent seller sells at her monopoly price, and M earns marketplace pro�ts through

τ . Despite its cost advantage, the platform opts for the pure marketplace mode for all

cost constellations summarized by the pink area. In these cases, operating in the pure

marketplace mode is credible. Second, whenever the constellation of cM and cS fall into

the yellow area, M is much more e�cient than S. Due to its signi�cant cost advantage,

the platform prefers to become active and make the sales itself. Finally, the gray area

displays all constellations where seller S cannot a�ect the pricing of the active platform.

In these cases, the competitive price cS
1−τ exceeds the price that maximizes M 's selling

pro�t, 1
2
(1 + cM). However, we do not want to focus on such situations.
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cS = cMcM

cS

1
2
(1− τ)

1
2
(1− τ)cM

1− τ

1− τ

Platform makes the sales.

Platform operates as a marketplace

even tough it could make the sales itself.

Platform operates as a pure marketplace.

Platform operates in the dual mode

as a marketplace.

Platform is not a competitive threat

to the seller.

Seller is not a competitive threat

to the platform.

Figure 2: Optimal Operating Mode of M under the linear demand speci�cation D(p) =
1− p.

We consider next all cost constellations where cS < cM . In all these cases, S will be the

seller of the good in any situation. Nevertheless, M can take the possibility and in�uence

prevailing prices when becoming active. Three distinct cases summarize our �ndings.

First, the red area shows all cost constellations where the platform opts for the pure

marketplace mode. With such costs, the monopoly price charged by seller S leads to

consumer prices that are closer to the price that maximizes marketplace pro�ts than

competitive price cM
1−τ . Accordingly, the monopoly price leads to higher marketplace prof-

its. Note that it is not necessary for the platform to commit on its operating mode to

act credible in these cases. Second, the blue area illustrates the opposite case where the

platform opts for the dual mode despite its cost disadvantage. When the costs fall into

the blue area, the platform �nds it more pro�table to become active and discipline the

seller's pricing. Finally, for cost constellations in the dark gray area, the platform cannot

apply competitive pressure on S when becoming active on its marketplace. Such cost

constellations are not of interest in our analysis.

Given the results of Proposition (7), we can evaluate the welfare implications of the

dual mode. To do so, we take the pure marketplace mode as a benchmark. Thus, tech-

nically, there is no welfare loss whenever the platform operates in the pure marketplace

mode.

Corollary 1 (Welfare Comparison, Linear Demand)

Total welfare increases whenever platform M operates in the dual mode.

From a welfare perspective, dual operation by the platform should be welcomed. And

indeed, the operating mode of the platform agrees with the socially optimal choice, apart
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from two cases. In particular, if the platform is only marginally more e�cient relative

to the independent seller, the pro�ts it could obtain as a seller are too low compared to

the pro�ts it can obtain through the ad-valorem fee as a pure marketplace where seller

S sets her price as a monopolist. Technically, in such cases, there is no welfare loss.

However, from a social perspective, having the platform as a seller is desirable, given

its cost advantage. Second, whenever both �rms have low costs while M is slightly less

e�cient, the platform can decrease the price when operating in the dual mode. From this

viewpoint, it is clear that consumers bene�t from dual operation mode even if S remains

the seller of the good.

Thus, we can conclude that there are instances where the platform's choice to operate

as a pure marketplace is ine�cient. Instead, it would have been welfare improving if it

had chosen to operate in the dual mode.

5 Competition with Fringe Sellers

So far, our results have been derived for situations where the platform in the dual mode

competes with only one seller on its marketplace. In this section, we explore what can

happen if many active sellers compete for the same homogeneous product on the market-

place. By doing so, we con�rm that our main results go through largely unchanged. We

focus on the main results; detailed derivations are in the appendix.

The model di�ers from the one presented above in that we now introduce many small

third-party sellers F . Speci�cally, we design them as a competitive fringe. In addition,

as before, there is a strategic seller S that has joined the marketplace.

As in the baseline model, the consumer demand for the homogeneous product is charac-

terized by the generalized demand function D(p). Platform M decides between operating

as a pure marketplace (PMP) or operating the dual mode, competing with S and the

fringe of sellers in its own marketplace (D). The presence of the fringe already induces

some degree of competition in the marketplace in any situation. This model modi�cation

entails that M 's decision to become active in the dual mode is no longer based on the

comparison to monopoly prices but on competitive prices.

We assume that seller S and the fringe sellers always join the marketplace. Therefore,

the fringe and the independent seller, and, only if applicable, alsoM , compete in prices in

the marketplace. Each fringe retailer can produce the homogeneous product at a constant

marginal cost cF > 0. We assume that each fringe seller is a price taker in the market

earning zero pro�t. Accordingly, their joint pro�ts must satisfy

((1− τ)pF − cF )D(pF ) = 0. (5)

Solving (5) for pF , we obtain pF = cF
1−τ . This means that independently of the prices
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announced by S and M , each fringe seller sets its price equal to its e�ective marginal

cost. Note that the lower price limit of M , cM
1−τ , and seller S, cS

1−τ , derived in Section

(3.2), are una�ected by the introduction of a competitive fringe. By standard Bertrand,

the �rm that can o�er the homogeneous product at the lowest price will make the sales

in equilibrium. To avoid situations where neither the fringe nor platform M can exert

competitive pressure on the pricing of S, it is necessary that max( cF
1−τ ,

cM
1−τ ) < pPMP (cS).

Moreover, the Bertrand undercutting mechanism comes into e�ect only if cS
1−τ is less than

the price that maximizes M 's pro�t when selling the good itself de�ned by the equation

p = cM + pR.

We will show that our results stay qualitatively the same. The operation mode choice

of M depends on its own e�ciency and that of its competitors in the marketplace. To

show this, we now characterize the equilibrium outcomes under any cost constellation.

Whenever the platform is a pure marketplace, S and the fringe compete in prices on

the marketplace. Recall that each fringe seller is a price taker earning zero pro�t. Thus,

their price, pF = cF
1−τ , is independent of what S sets as a price. Conversely, the best

response of S depends on pF . Given this, we can summarize our results as follows.

(i) If cS < cF , S makes the sales at an equilibrium price of cF
1−τ and earns a pro�t of

D( cF
1−τ )(cF − cS). The platform collects pure marketplace pro�ts of τ cF

1−τD( cF
1−τ ).

The competitive fringe obtains zero pro�t.

(ii) If cF < cS, the competitive fringe makes the sales at an equilibrium price of cF
1−τ and

earns a pro�t of zero. The platform collects pure marketplace pro�ts of τ cF
1−τD( cF

1−τ ).

Seller S obtains zero pro�t.

Next, suppose that M has announced to become active on its marketplace. M oper-

ating in the dual mode implies that it competes with S and the fringe on its marketplace.

We obtain the following outcomes in equilibrium.

cost
seller price

operation mode
πM πS πF

structure platform

cM < cS < cF M cS
1−τ seller ( cS

1−τ − cM)D( cS
1−τ ) 0 0

cM < cF < cS M cF
1−τ seller ( cF

1−τ − cM)D( cF
1−τ ) 0 0

cS < cM < cF S cM
1−τ marketplace τ cM

1−τD( cM
1−τ ) (cM − cS)D( cM

1−τ ) 0

cS < cF < cM S cF
1−τ marketplace τ cF

1−τD( cF
1−τ ) (cF − cS)D( cF

1−τ ) 0

cF < min(cS, cM) F cF
1−τ marketplace τ cF

1−τD( cF
1−τ ) 0 0

Table 1: Dual Mode Equilibrium
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Now that we have established the outcomes given that M has already decided on its

operating mode, we will characterize the optimal operating mode choice. To this end,

we identify the optimal operating mode given that the platform is the most e�cient �rm

in the marketplace before assuming the opposite, M being not the most e�cient �rm.

Whenever cM < min(cS, cF ), M decides between selling the good itself in the dual mode,

leaving S and the fringe with zero pro�t, and operating in the pure marketplace mode,

such that S and the fringe compete in prices. When becoming active, competitive pressure

induces M to make the sales at a rather low price. On the other hand, when operating

as a pure marketplace, M collects fraction τ of the revenue from the �rm that makes the

sales to consumers. We �nd that only if M bene�ts from a distinct cost advantage it

prefers to sell the good itself.

Proposition 8 (Optimal Operating Mode, cM < min(cS, cF ))

If c∗M < cM < cS, and cS < cF , M operates in the pure marketplace mode, where

c∗M ≡ cS
1−τ −τ

cF
1−τD( cF

1−τ ) 1
D(

cS
1−τ )

. Otherwise, for all values of cM ≤ min(cS, cF ), M operates

as the active seller of the good.

Now, suppose that M is not the most e�cient �rm on the marketplace, namely, cS <

cM , cF < cM , or both hold. As a result, whenever the platform has announced to operate

in the dual mode, it operates in the marketplace mode. Even though M would not

make the sales under this cost structure when becoming active, operating in the dual

mode may be pro�table. By announcing to operate in the dual mode, the platform can

in�uence prevailing prices which may increase its marketplace pro�ts. As argued before,

marketplace pro�ts of M are τpD(p) when price equals p. These are maximized at price

pR. Thus, whenever the price after M has announced to become active is closer to pR

compared to the price that occurs when M operates in the pure marketplace mode, M

will operate in the dual mode.

Proposition 9 (Optimal Operating Mode, min(cS, cF ) < cM)

Whenever cS < cM < cF , and ˆcM < cM , M prefers to become a seller and operates

in the dual marketplace mode, where ˆcM ≡ cF
D(

cF
1−τ )

D(
cM
1−τ )

. Otherwise, for all other cases where

min(cS, cF ) < cM , M operates in the pure marketplace mode.

We �nd that whenever M has a signi�cant cost disadvantage, M operates in the dual

mode. In doing so, the platform can align the prevailing prices with pR and, thereby,

increase its marketplace pro�ts. On the other hand, for all other values of cM , cS, and cF
given that min(cS, cF ) < cM , M prefers to operate in the pure marketplace mode. Note

that a comparison to the baseline model reveals that under this cost structure, cF
1−τ acts as

the monopoly price pPMP . Proposition (7) comprises two cost situations whereM decides

on operating in the pure marketplace mode, namely cM < cF and cF < cM , which we will

brie�y discuss in the following.
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Let us start with cM < cF . Note that min(cS, cF ) < cM and cM < cF lead to cS <

cM < cF . Under this cost structure, whenever M operates as a pure marketplace, S sells

to consumers at cF
1−τ . On the other hand, in the dual mode,M induces S to lower the price

to cM
1−τ . In accordance with the results from the baseline model, we �nd that whenever M

has a relatively large cost disadvantage compared to S, it will operate in the dual mode.

Next, suppose cF < cM . Under this cost structure, the equilibrium price is cF
1−τ in any

situation. Since the platform, in these cases, cannot induce a lower price by operating

in the dual mode, it obtains the same marketplace pro�t under both operation modes.

Therefore, M is indi�erent between operating in the pure marketplace mode and the

dual mode, where it ultimately serves as a marketplace. According to our tie-breaking

assumption, M will operate in the pure marketplace mode in these cases.

Finally, we are aware that most products are sold by more than one independent seller.

It is important, therefore, to show that our �ndings can be extended to cases where many

sellers o�er the same homogeneous product. In this section, we have shown that adding

many sellers to the model, designed as a competitive fringe of small third-party sellers,

gives qualitatively identical results as in the baseline model with only one independent

seller.

6 Conclusion

It is undeniable that many of the interesting high-tech markets are dominated by a few

�rms. In many cases, a single platform controls a large chunk of the market infrastructure.

There have been increasing concerns regarding the dual mode operation of these platforms,

where they not only host some users but also actively compete with some of them.

In view of this, we have analyzed the operating mode choice of online platforms such

as Amazon. We employed a stylized model to study the optimal operating mode of a

platform and characterized the corresponding welfare e�ects.

Our �rst �nding indicates that the platform prefers to sell the good itself only if it

bene�ts from a signi�cant cost advantage. Otherwise, the pure marketplace mode is more

pro�table even if the platform is the most e�cient �rm in the marketplace. It turns out

that if the e�ciency advantage of the independent is relatively small, the platform earns

higher pro�ts by remaining a pure marketplace. Second, and most importantly, we show

that if the platform faces a clear cost disadvantage, it may nevertheless become active in

the market as a seller solely with the intention not to sell the good but to discipline the

seller's price. By in�uencing the pricing behavior of the independent seller, operating in

the dual mode can help the platform to maximize marketplace pro�ts.

In an extension of the model, we introduce an additional competitive fringe of small

third-party sellers and con�rm that our results from the single seller case remain qualita-

tively unchanged. Finally, the platform in the dual mode bene�ts consumers and reduces
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the surplus of the independent seller.

In light of our results, it appears that a ban on the dual mode is not an appropriate pol-

icy reaction, at least when we only consider the short-term e�ects of such a ban. Clearly,

a more complete policy response will take dynamic innovation incentives into account as

well. Although total welfare increases and dual operation mode is underprovided from

a social perspective, decreasing pro�tability of independent sellers that drive innovative

activity may have severe consequences on new product creations in a dynamic setting.

However, we leave this aspect to future research.
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Appendix

Appendix A

Proof of Proposition (1).

Whenever M operates in the pure marketplace mode, the pro�t function of seller S is

given by

((1− τ)p− cS)D(p),

which attains a maximum at the price that solves the following equation:

(1− τ)D(p) + ((1− τ)p− cS)D′(p) = 0
cS

1− τ
+ pR = p

where pR is the price that solves the equation p = D(p)
−D′(p) .

Proof of Proposition (2).

In order to demonstrate that the equilibrium outcome presented in Proposition (2) indeed

constitutes a Nash equilibrium, we �rst need to establish the best response correspon-

dences faced by both �rms.

The best response correspondence of S given the price of platform M , pM , is

pS(pM) =



pPMP , pPMP < pM

pM − δ , cS
1−τ < pM ≤ pPMP

pS ≥ cS
1−τ , pM = cS

1−τ

pS ≥ pM , pM < cS
1−τ

The best response correspondence of M when S charges pS is given by

pM(pS) =



pM = cM + pR , pM = cM + pR < pS

pS − δ , cM
1−τ < pS ≤ cM + pR

pM ≥ cM
1−τ , pS = cM

1−τ

pM ≥ pS , pS <
cM
1−τ

Notice that if M were to be the sole seller of the good, the price that maximizes its

pro�t from selling the good itself, (p−cM)D(p), solves the following equation: p = cM+pR.
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In Proposition (1) we have already established that S maximizes her pro�ts at pPMP (cS).

M strictly prefers to sell the good itself over collecting the marketplace fee whenever

p > cM
1−τ . When S sets a price larger than cM

1−τ , M formulates its best response in order to

make the sales. On the contrary, when the independent seller chooses a price lower than
cM
1−τ , M has no interest in making the sale, and is content with the marketplace pro�ts

it earns via the ad-valorem fee. On the other hand, S is willing to sell the good for any

price above cS
1−τ as established in Section (3.2).

For any price set by S, pS,M will make the sales if it posts pS−δ. Analogously, S will

serve the market only if she slightly undercutsM 's price, and sets her price equal to pM−δ.

We will now argue that pM ∈ [ cM
1−τ ,

cS
1−τ ] where M makes the sales at this price can be

supported as an equilibrium outcome when cM < cS which in turn implies cM
1−τ <

cS
1−τ .

Suppose M sets a price, p̄, in the interval [ cM
1−τ ,

cS
1−τ ]. In the analysis of Section (3.2)

we have shown that S is not willing to set a price below cS
1−τ and capture the sales. Thus,

any price of S that exceeds p̄ is a best response. In particular, setting pS = p̄ is a best

response, given our tie breaking rule.

Next, consider the situation where S sets her price equal to p̄ ∈ [ cM
1−τ ,

cS
1−τ ]. Given

that M prefers to sell the good itself over collecting the marketplace fee for any price

above cM
1−τ , M makes higher pro�ts compared to the marketplace mode for all price in the

interval [ cM
1−τ , p̄]. M will not charge a price below cM

1−τ as this yields to losses. Furthermore,

if M posts pM > cS
1−τ and S sets cS

1−τ , S will be the seller of the good and M will oper-

ate in the marketplace mode, which yields lower pro�ts compared to selling the good itself.

We select cS
1−τ as our preferred price prediction given our equilibrium selection rule.

Proof of Proposition (3).

We will now show that p ∈ [ cS
1−τ ,

cM
1−τ ] where S makes the sales at this price can be

supported as an equilibrium outcome whenever cS < cM .

To see this, suppose S sets a price, p̄, in the interval [ cS
1−τ ,

cM
1−τ ]. In this case, the

platform cannot pro�tably undercut her price. The platform plays its best response

which is to post pM ≥ p̄, and, thereby, it does not make the sales given our tie-breaking

assumption. Given M 's strategy, namely, to set its pM ≥ p̄, it turns out that seller S

plays her best response by choosing a price in [ cS
1−τ , p̄]. In this case, she makes the sales.

Now we prove that p /∈ [ cS
1−τ ,

cM
1−τ ] do not constitute possible equilibrium candidates.

We can see this in two steps. First, if p < cS
1−τ , then each �rm would bene�t from increasing
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their price above the p and not making the sales themselves. We have shown in Section

(3.2) that S is not willing to make the sales at a price below cS
1−τ and M is not willing to

capture the sales if the price is lower than cM
1−τ . Finally, we show that p > cM

1−τ cannot be

part of an equilibrium. If S sets a price p̄ above cM
1−τ , platform M would want to deviate

to p̄− η (for η being very small) and earn higher pro�ts by making the sales itself. Thus,

p /∈ [ cS
1−τ ,

cM
1−τ ] do clearly not constitute possible equilibrium candidates.

Therefore, our preferred price prediction is cM
1−τ given our equilibrium selection rule.

Proof of Proposition (4).

Let us start by establishing the pro�t comparison. When cM < cS and platform M

becomes the active seller of the good, it obtains a pro�t of ( cS
1−τ−cM)D( cS

1−τ ). Alternatively,

M could serve as a pure marketplace collecting τpPMPD(pPMP ). We obtain that

τpPMPD(pPMP ) ≥ (
cS

1− τ
− cM)D(

cS
1− τ

)

whenever

cM ≥
cS

1− τ
− τpPMPD(pPMP )

1

D( cS
1−τ )

≡ cM .

These arguments show that whenever cM < cS, and cM is relatively large, the platform

prefers to operate in the pure marketplace mode.

Proof of Proposition (5).

First note that whenever cS < cM , and the platform has announced to operate in the dual

mode, it will serve as a marketplace while the independent seller sells to consumers at

price cM
1−τ . Thus, the pro�t comparison considered by the platform when deciding on its

operating mode involves πDSM and πPMP
M . It follows that if

πPMP
M ≥ πDSM

τpPMPD(pPMP ) ≥ τ
cM

1− τ
D(

cM
1− τ

)

ˆcM ≡ (1− τ)pPMPD(pPMP )
1

D( cM
1−τ )

≥ cM

the platform operates in the pure marketplace mode.

Proof of Proposition (6).

Pure Marketplace Mode. S is the sole seller of the good maximizing πPMP
S =

((1− τ) p− cS) (1− p). The �rst order condition equals (1− τ)(1−p)−p(1− τ) + cS = 0

yielding pPMP (cS) = 1
2

+ 1
2
cS
1−τ .
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Best Response Correspondences. Before analyzing the equilibrium outcomes pre-

sented in Proposition (6), we �rst need to characterize the best response correspondences

of both �rms.

The best response correspondence of S given the price of platform M , pM , is

pS(pM) =



1
2

+ 1
2
cS
1−τ , 1

2
+ 1

2
cS
1−τ < pM

pM − δ , cS
1−τ < pM ≤ 1

2
+ 1

2
cS
1−τ

pS ≥ cS
1−τ , pM = cS

1−τ

pS ≥ pM , pM < cs
1−τ

The best response correspondence of M when S charges pS is given by

pM(pS) =



1
2

+ cM
2
, , 1

2
+ cM

2
< pS

pS − δ , cM
1−τ < pS ≤ 1

2
+ cM

2

pM ≥ cM
1−τ , pS = cM

1−τ

pM ≥ pS , pS <
cM
1−τ

Notice that M as the sole seller of the good, it would set its price equal to p = 1
2

+ cM
2
.

We have already established in Proposition (1) that S maximizes her monopoly pro�t at

p = 1
2

+ 1
2
cS
1−τ .

Dual Mode, cM < cS. In this case, our arguments follow the Proof of Proposition (2).

Dual Mode, cS < cM . The logic is similar to that in Proof of Proposition (3).

Proof of Proposition (7). The proof is long, so we present it in two steps. The �rst step

involves characterizing the equilibrium operating mode assuming cM ≤ cS. The second

step involves doing the same thing assuming cS < cM .

1. cM ≤ cS.

Pure Marketplace Equilibrium.

We follow Proof of Proposition (4). In case of the linear demand speci�cationD(p) = 1−p,
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we obtain that

cM ≥
cS

1− τ
− τpPMPD(pPMP )

1

D( cS
1−τ )

cM ≥
cS

1− τ
− τ(

1

2
+

1

2

cS
1− τ

)(1− 1

2
− 1

2

cS
1− τ

)
1

1− cS
1−τ

cM ≥ cS −
τ

4
+

3τcS
4(1− τ)

≡ cM

Thus, whenever cM < cM and cM < cS the platform prefers operating in the pure

marketplace mode over selling the good itself. Note that cM < cM jointly with cM < cS

imply that cM < cS, which is only feasible if cS < 1
3
(1 − τ). Moreover, to complete our

analysis, we need to check whether the price M charges to consumers when becoming

active, namely cS
1−τ , is below the price that maximizes its pro�ts from selling, 1

2
+ cM

2
. It

is easy to verify that cS
1−τ <

1
2

+ cM
2

if cS <
(1+cM )(1−τ)

2
. When comparing cS <

(1+cM )(1−τ)
2

and cS < 1
3
(1−τ), we �nd that whenever cS < 1

3
(1−τ), cS <

(1+cM )(1−τ)
2

holds by de�nition.

To summarize, whenever cS < 1
3
(1 − τ), and max(0, cM) < cM < cS, M operates in

the pure marketplace mode in equilibrium.

Dual Mode Selling Equilibrium.

Now, we investigate the cost constellations so that the platform prefers to become active

and to sell the good over collecting pure marketplace pro�ts. We can use the results

from the Pure Marketplace Equilibrium, where we have shown that πPMP
M > πDMM if

cS − τ
4

+ 3τcS
4(1−τ) ≡ cM < cM . Notice that whenever cM < cM we get πPMP

M < πDMM by im-

plication. Unfortunately, there are cases where cM is negative. We �nd that if τ 1−τ
4−τ < cS

holds, 0 < cM so that cM < cM is feasible. A second aspect we have to consider is that the

competitive price charged byM has to be less than the price that maximizes its monopoly

selling pro�ts. Formally, we need cS
1−τ <

1
2

+ cM
2
.

To summarize, the platform prefers becoming active and selling the good over collect-

ing pure marketplace pro�t whenever cM < cM and cM < cS. As discussed before, this

also requires τ 1−τ
4−τ < cS (so that cM is positive) and cS

1−τ <
1
2

+ cM
2
(so that M constitutes

a competitive threat to S). We identify two subcases. First, we consider all cost combi-

nations yielding cM < cM < cS. Subsequently, we look at all cost constellations where

cM < cS < cM is true.

Case A. τ 1−τ
4−τ < cS ≤ 1

3
(1− τ), and cM < cM which gives us 0 < cM < cM ≤ cS.

As argued before, τ 1−τ
4−τ < cS ensures that cM is positive. Moreover, let cS ≤ 1

3
(1− τ) so

that cM ≤ cS. We consider the opposite case in the next paragraph. Note that whenever
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cS ≤ 1
3
(1 − τ), the competitive price cS

1−τ is always lower than the price that maximizes

the selling pro�ts of platform M , 1
2

+ cM
2
.

Case B. 1
3
(1− τ) < cS <

1−τ
1+τ

, and τ+2cS−1
1−τ < cM < cS which leads to cM < cS < cM .

First note that 1
3
(1 − τ) < cS leads to cS < cM . Moreover, we want to focus on cost

constellations where the competitive price, cS
1−τ , is lower than the price that maximizes

the selling pro�ts of the platform, 1
2

+ cM
2
. Solving this for cM gives τ+2cS−1

1−τ < cM . Since

we are only considering cost constellations where cM < cS in this part of the analysis, it

is necessary that τ+2cS−1
1−τ < cM < cS. It turns out that cS < 1−τ

1+τ
implies τ+2cS−1

1−τ < cS.

Thus, we conclude that whenever cS < 1−τ
1+τ

, τ+2cS−1
1−τ < cM < cS holds ensuring that M

the competitive price is below the price that maximizes its selling pro�ts.

Notice that τ+2cS−1
1−τ is negative if cS < 1

2
(1−τ). In these cases, τ+2cS−1

1−τ < cM is always

true. In the opposite case, if cS > 1
2
(1−τ), we need to restrict cS to be less than 1−τ

1+τ
to en-

sure that cM to be in the interval ( τ+2cS−1
1−τ , cS). This ensures that cS

1−τ <
1
2

+ cM
2

= (pDM)∗.

Let us summarize the conditions under Case B. We obtain that whenever 1
3
(1− τ) <

cS <
1−τ
1+τ

holds, τ+2cS−1
1−τ < cM < cS, and cS < ˆcM .

Now, taking Case A. and Case B. together leads to cS < 1−τ
1+τ

, and cM < min( ˆcM , cS).

2. cS < cM .

Pure Marketplace Equilibrium.

Following Proof of Proposition (5), it is easily checked that

πPMP
M ≥ πDSM

(1− τ)pPMPD(pPMP )
1

D( cM
1−τ )

≥ cM

ˆcM ≡
(1− τ − cS)(1− τ + cS)

4(1− τ − cM)
≥ cM

Solving this for cM gives z1 ≡ 1
2
(1 − τ − cS) and z2 ≡ 1

2
(1 − τ + cS). The di�erence

of πPMP
M − πDSM is an upwards opened parabola in cM . Thus, πPMP

M ≥ πDSM if cM ≤ z1 or

cM ≥ z2.

As before, we want to restrict our attention to cases where the competitive price,
cM
1−τ , is below the monopoly price of S, pPMP (cS). Solving cM

1−τ < pPMP (cS) gives us

cM < 1
2
(1 − τ + cS) = z2. Thus, we can never have cM ≥ z2 and z1 becomes the only

threshold we are interested in.
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When combining cM ≤ z1 and
cM
1−τ <

1
2

+ 1
2
cS
1−τ (such that M is a competitive threat to

S), we �nd that whenever cS < cM ≤ 1
2
(1−τ−cS), and cS < 1

3
(1−τ),M prefers to operate

in the pure marketplace mode. Note that the opposite case, namely cS > 1
3
(1− τ), leads

to cS > 1
2
(1− τ − cS) and, thereby, cM < cS would hold. However, this is a contradiction

to what we have assumed in this part of the analysis.

Dual Mode Marketplace Equilibrium.

We know from above that the platform prefers the dual marketplace mode over the pure

marketplace mode if 1
2
(1 − τ − cS) < cM < 1

2
(1 − τ + cS). As argued before, it is nec-

essary that cM
1−τ < 1

2
+ 1

2
cS
1−τ = pPMP (cS) so that M pursues competitive pressure on

S when entering in the dual mode. Summarizing these conditions, we �nd that M op-

erates in the dual marketplace mode whenever max(cS,
1
2
(1−τ−cS)) < cM < 1

2
(1−τ+cS).

Proof of Corollary (1).

We divide the proof into three parts. The �rst step involves characterizing total welfare,

assuming that M operates as a pure marketplace. The pure marketplace mode is the

reference point of our welfare consideration as it is the default mode of the platform in

our model. Thus, technically, there is no change in welfare whenever M operates in the

pure marketplace mode. In the second step, we consider the welfare e�ect whenever the

platform switches from the pure marketplace mode to the dual mode, given that cM ≤ cS.

In the opposite case, whenever cS < cM , we have to deal with the welfare e�ects when-

ever the platform operates in the dual mode operating a marketplace compared to the

situation when remaining in the pure marketplace mode. This is part three.

1. Pure Marketplace Mode.

Whenever M decides to operate in the pure marketplace mode, S charges the monopoly

price, pPMP (cS) = 1
2

+ 1
2
cS
1−τ , to consumers. The resulting consumer surplus amounts to

CSPMP =
1

8

(1− τ − cS)2

(1− τ)2
.

When M operates in the pure marketplace mode, it earns πPMP
M = τ

(1−τ)2−c2S
4(1−τ)2 while

seller S obtains selling pro�ts of πPMP
S = (1−τ−cS)2

4(1−τ) . Thus, producer surplus de�ned as the

sum of the pro�ts obtained by seller S and platform M is given by

PSPMP =
(1− τ − cS)(2τcS − cS − τ + 1)

4(1− τ)2
.

2. Dual Selling Mode.
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Suppose cM ≤ cS. In this case, when M decides to become active, it will be the seller of

the good charging cS
1−τ . Accordingly, consumer surplus is

CSDM =
1

2

(1− τ − cS)2

(1− τ)2
.

From this it is immediate that consumers bene�t wheneverM announces to become active

compared to the pure marketplace mode.

In equilibrium, producer surplus in caseM adopts the dual mode and cM ≤ cS amounts

to

PSDM = πDMM + πDMS

= (
cS

1− τ
− cM)(1− cS

1− τ
) + 0

= (
cS

1− τ
− cM)(1− cS

1− τ
).

Now, let us compare PSPMP and PSDM which yields

PSPMP − PSDS

(1− τ − cS)(2τcS − cS − τ + 1)

4(1− τ)2
− (

cS
1− τ

− cM)(1− cS
1− τ

)

(1− τ − cS)(2τcS − 4cMτ − 5cS + 4cM + 1− τ)

4(1− τ)2
.

When comparing PSPMP with PSDM , we �nd that whenever cM su�ciently large,

producer surplus increases whenM operates in the dual mode. More speci�cally, whenever

2c2Sτ + 2cSτ
2 − 5c2S − 4cSτ + 3τ 2 + 2cS − 6τ + 3

4cS(τ − 1)
< cM

holds, total producer surplus increases under the dual selling mode compared to the pure

marketplace mode. It turns out that the left-hand side of this inequation is negative for

0 < cS < 1− τ , from which we conclude that producer surplus always increases whenever

M operates in the dual mode and cM ≤ cS.

Hence, total welfare increases whenever platform M is the active seller of the good

after it announced to operate in the dual mode compared to the benchmark where it

operates as a sole marketplace.

3. Dual Marketplace Mode.

Let us assume that cS < cM so thatM operates in the marketplace mode after announcing
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to become an active seller. In this case, seller S sells to consumers at pDS = cM
1−τ . Formally,

consumer surplus amounts to

CSDS =
1

2

(1− τ − cS)2

2(1− τ)2

whenever cS < cM and M operates in the dual mode.

On the other hand, whenever M operates in the pure marketplace mode, S is a mo-

nopolist charging pPMP (cS) = 1
2

+ 1
2
cS
1−τ . Since pDS < pPMP (cS) holds throughout our

analysis (recall that otherwise M cannot in�uence the pricing of the seller by announcing

to operate in the dual mode). Given this assumption, it is intuitive to conclude that con-

sumer surplus increases whenever cS < cM andM announces to operate in the dual mode.

The pro�t of seller S always decreases whenever M announces to become a seller of

the good. By opting for the dual mode M forces S to deviate from the monopoly price,

pPMP , to a lower price, namely cM
1−τ . We can show that the di�erence in the pro�t of S,

πPMP
S − πDSS ,

equals
(1− τ + cS − 2cM)2

4(1− τ)
> 0.

Unfortunately, the di�erence in the pro�t of M when operating in the dual mode

compared to the benchmark is not straightforward. Whether the pro�t of M increases

or decreases after it announced to operate in the dual mode depends on the relative

e�ciencies of cM and cS as discussed in Proposition (7),

πPMP
M − πDSM

τ
(1− τ)2 − c2S

4 (1− τ)2
− τ cM(1− τ − cM)

(1− τ)2

τ
(1− τ + cS − 2cM)(1− τ − cS − 2cM)

4(1− τ)2
Q 0.

Therefore, we focus on total welfare results to show that the increase in consumer

surplus always recover potential losses in the producer surplus whenever M operates in

the dual mode and cS < cM holds.

πPMP
M + πPMP

S + CSPMP − πDSM − πDSS − CSDS ≥ 0.

The di�erence of welfare expressions is an upwards opened parabola in cM . The zeros

are cM,1 ≡ 1
2
(3cS + τ − 4cSτ − 1) and cM,2 ≡ 1

2
(1− τ + cS). In the following we will show

that total welfare increases under the dual mode. This part of the proof involves three
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steps. In the �rst step, we show that cM,1 < cM,2 always holds. As a second step, we

demonstrate that cM < cM,2 is true. Finally, we show that cM,1 < cM holds.

First, to show that cM,1 < cM,2, we need to make a case distinction depending on

τ ∈ (0, 1).

Case A. Suppose τ < 1
2
. In this case, we �nd that cM,1 < cM,2 if cS < 1−τ

1−2τ . Recall

that it is necessary that cS < 1 − τ so that demand, D(p) = 1 − p, is positive. We can

verify that 1 < 1−τ
1−2τ . Thus, it turns out that cS < 1−τ

1−2τ when τ < 1
2
and, therefore,

cM,1 < cM,2 holds.

Case B. Suppose τ = 1
2
from which cM,1 < cM,2 follows directly.

Case C. Suppose τ > 1
2
. In this case, if we want cM,1 < cM,2, it is necessary that

cS > 1−τ
1−2τ . Notice that in this case, namely whenever τ > 1

2
, 1−τ

1−2τ is negative. Thus,

cS >
1−τ
1−2τ is true, which, in turn, leads to cM,1 < cM,2.

Thus, cM,1 < cM,2 holds for any τ ∈ (0, 1).

Next, we will present that cM < cM,2 holds.

Note that in order to discipline the pricing of the independent seller when cS < cM ,

the competitive price, cM
1−τ , must be lower than the price that maximizes the selling pro�ts

of S, pPMP . Formally, this implies

cM
1− τ

<
1

2
+

1

2

cS
1− τ

= pPMP

cM <
1

2
(1− τ + cS) = cM,2

Thus, it turns out that cM < cM,2 is true.

Finally, we claim that cM,1 < cM . Since cS < cM holds in this part of the analysis,

it is enough to show that cM,1 < cS. To prove that cM,1 < cS we need to consider three

distinct cases, namely,

Case A. Suppose 0 < τ < 1
4
. In this case, cM,1 < cS if cS < 1−τ

1−4τ . It is easy to verify

that 1−τ
1−4τ > 1− τ . We already know that cS < 1− τ to ensure a positive demand. As a

result, cS < 1−τ
1−4τ holds which implies cM,1 < cS.

Case B. Suppose τ = 1
2
. From this cM,1 < cS follows directly.
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Case C. Suppose τ > 1
2
. Under this assumption, cM,1 < cS if cS > 1−τ

1−4τ . Note that
1−τ
1−4τ < 0 whenever τ > 1

2
. As a result, cS > 0 > 1−τ

1−4τ implying cM,1 < cS.

Thus, it becomes clear that cM,1 < cS.

Summarizing our results, we obtain that cM,1 < cS < cM and cM < cM,2. Consequently,

total welfare increases wheneverM enters in the dual mode operating a marketplace com-

pared to the benchmark where it operates as a pure marketplace.

Proof of Proposition (8).

Let cM < min(cS, cF ) so that when being active, M will be the most e�cient seller on the

marketplace. Consider two cases, namely, cM < cS < cF and cM < cF < cS.

Case A. Suppose cM < cS < cF . In this case, M compares πDMM = ( cS
1−τ − cM)D( cS

1−τ )

and πPMP
M = τ cF

1−τD( cF
1−τ ). We obtain

πPMP
M > πDMM

τ
cF

1− τ
D(

cF
1− τ

) > (
cS

1− τ
− cM)D(

cS
1− τ

)

cM >
cS

1− τ
− τ cF

1− τ
D( cF

1−τ )

D( cS
1−τ )

≡ c∗M

The platform makes a higher pro�t if it operates in the pure marketplace mode when-

ever cM > c∗M . On the other hand, whenever cM < c∗M , M yields higher pro�ts by

operating under the dual mode and selling the good itself.

Next, let us consider Case B. cM < cF < cS. Under this cost structure, M prefers to

sell the good itself over collecting pure marketplace pro�ts if

πPMP
M > πDMM

τ
cF

1− τ
D(

cF
1− τ

) > (
cF

1− τ
− cM)D(

cF
1− τ

)

cF > cM ,

which is a contradiction to our assumption Case B.: cM < cF < cS. Hence, it turns

out that M always prefers to sell the good itself over collecting pure marketplace pro�ts

whenever cM < cF < cS.

Proof of Proposition (9).

In order to perform the proof, we de�ne two distinct cases, namely cM < cF and, the
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opposite case, cF < cM .

First, we consider Case A. cM < cF . Recall that in this proof, we restrict our

attention to the parameter space min(cS, cF ) < cM . Thus, whenever we have cM < cF ,

it is necessary that cS < cM . Consequently, M decides between operating in the pure

marketplace mode or operating in the dual mode earning marketplace pro�ts. It is easily

checked that the pure marketplace mode is more pro�table whenever

πPMP
M > πDSM

τ
cF

1− τ
D(

cF
1− τ

) > τ
cM

1− τ
D(

cM
1− τ

)

ˆcM ≡ cF
D( cF

1−τ )

D( cM
1−τ )

> cM

On the other hand, whenever ˆcM < cM , operating in the dual mode as a marketplace

is the preferred mode of operation whenever cS < cM < cF .

Next, we consider all cost constellations involving Case B. cF < cM . Notice that

whether M is more or less e�cient than the independent seller does not change the

equilibrium outcome under this cost constellation.

In all cases that comprise cF < cM , M can not in�uence prevailing prices by operating

in the dual mode. It obtains the same pro�t in the pure marketplace mode and in the dual

mode, independently of the seller's e�ciency. According to our tie breaking assumption,

in all these cases M operates in the pure marketplace mode.

Appendix B

In this section, we seek to assess the empirical relevance of our arguments by using data

from Amazon.com. While Amazon hosts nearly 3 million active sellers and 353 million

products, it also operates in the dual mode for around 12 million products.14

Our data, which we got from Keepa.com, contain detailed information on 2500 prod-

ucts o�ered on the Amazon marketplace over a three months period in 2022. We selected

the 50 best-selling products across 50 product categories. We have access to the o�er and

price histories.

Each product on the Amazon marketplace is assigned an Amazon Standard Identi-

�cation Number (ASIN). Products that consumers perceive to be homogeneous but are

14See `57 Amazon Statistics to Know in 2023', LandingCube, 2023, https://landingcube.com/amazon
-statistics/
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o�ered by di�erent sellers obtain the same ASIN, and all products with the same ASIN

are grouped in one product listing. Therefore, all sellers, including Amazon as a seller if

applicable, that are comprised in a product listing, compete with one another.

Moreover, each product listing on the Amazon marketplace has a buybox displaying

an add-to-cart button and a buy-now button. The seller that wins the buybox is featured

in these buttons. However, only the o�er by one seller can be featured in the buybox.15

According to Hagiu et al. (2022), the o�er featured in the buybox is most likely to capture

the sales. While the exact algorithm designating the featured o�er in the buybox remains

private, the Amazon marketplace names competitive prices as one of the most impor-

tant determinants for winning the buybox. And indeed, empirical studies indicate that

competitive prices are the most important determinant to win the buybox besides other

criteria, such as whether a seller uses ful�llment by Amazon and seller ratings (Chen,

Mislove, & Wilson, 2016).

Out data shows that for 36 % of all products, Amazon has operated in the pure mar-

ketplace mode, while we observe at least once an o�er by Amazon for 64 % of all products.

Accordingly, for these products, Amazon operates in the dual mode competing with in-

dependent �rm(s) in its marketplace.

To address the possibility that any �rm, including Amazon as a seller, left the market-

place during the time period we consider, we weighted each observation by its duration.

By doing so, we �nd that Amazon did not make an o�er in 46 % of the time across prod-

ucts. Thus, in these instances, Amazon operates in the pure marketplace mode. On the

other hand, Amazon quoted a price for the remaining 54 %. We classify these situations

as Amazon operating in the dual mode.

Amazon operates as a pure marketplace 46 %

Amazon operates in the dual mode 54 %

Table 2: Amazon's operation mode choice across products weighted by duration.

In what follows, we link the operation mode choice of Amazon to the prices recorded

in our data. Here, we make the assumption that the �rm that o�ers the good at the

lowest price makes the sales to consumers. We discuss potential caveats about this claim

at the end of this section.
15Notice that this is how the buybox is designed so far. Starting from June 2023, due to an agreement

between Amazon and the European Commission, Amazon undertakes to display a second competing o�er
in the buybox whenever there is a signi�cant di�erentiated o�er to the �rst winning o�er.
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Our results suggest that Amazon did not make an o�er for 46 % of the time across

our sample and, therefore, operated in the pure marketplace mode. On the other hand,

Amazon in the dual mode posted the lowest o�er for 42 % of the time across all products,

indicating that it made the sales in these situations. In contrast, operating in the dual

mode, Amazon has not o�ered the lowest price for 12 % and presumably served as a

marketplace. Thus, given that Amazon has announced to operate in the dual mode, for

77 % of these instances over time, Amazon o�ered the product at the lowest price. On

the other hand, whenever Amazon announced to operate in the dual mode, it was not the

lowest o�er for the remaining 23 %.

Amazon in the pure marketplace mode 46 %

Amazon in the dual mode o�ering the lowest price 42 %

Amazon in the dual mode not o�ering the lowest price 12 %

Table 3: Operating mode choices of Amazon weighted by duration across products.

The goal of this section was to strengthen our theoretical �ndings. Even though our

results are not overwhelming, there is nevertheless a considerable fraction of products

for which Amazon announces to become active but presumably serves as a marketplace.

This presents evidence that the motivation was to increase competition in the marketplace

by becoming active in these cases. In addition, our results demonstrate that there is a

substantial fraction of products for which Amazon operates in the pure marketplace mode.

We conclude this section with some limitations. Note that each product listing on

the Amazon marketplace has a buybox displaying an add-to-cart button and a buy-now

button. The seller that wins the buybox is featured in these buttons. However, only the

o�er by one seller can be featured in the buybox.16 According to Hagiu et al. (2022),

the o�er featured in the buybox is most likely to capture the sales. While the exact

algorithm designating the featured o�er in the buybox remains private, the Amazon mar-

ketplace names competitive prices as one of the most important determinants for winning

the buybox. And indeed, empirical studies indicate that competitive prices are the most

important determinant to win the buybox besides other criteria, such as whether a seller

uses ful�llment by Amazon and seller ratings (Chen et al., 2016). Thus, it is possible that

even if a seller o�ered the product at the lowest price, she might not be the featured o�er

in the buybox, and, consequently, she would not make the sales.

16Notice that this is how the buybox is designed so far. Starting from June 2023, due to an agreement
between Amazon and the European Commission, Amazon undertakes to display a second competing o�er
in the buybox whenever there is a signi�cant di�erentiated o�er to the �rst winning o�er.
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However, our analysis indicates that 86 % of the time, across all products and sell-

ers, the buybox displays the o�er with the lowest price, suggesting a rather low level of

distortion through the buybox. While we do not wish to discredit reports of distortions

through the buybox on the Amazon marketplace, our data suggests that the issue might

not be very severe. However, when taking stock of these results, we should stress that we

have disclosed, at best, descriptive facts. Attempting to quantify this further is beyond

the scope of this study but a highly interesting area for future research.
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